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Abstract
Strategic classification studies the design of
a classifier robust to the manipulation of input by strategic individuals. However, the
existing literature does not consider the effect of competition among individuals as induced by the algorithm design. Motivated by
constrained allocation settings such as college
admissions, we introduce strategic ranking, in
which the (designed) individual reward depends on an applicant’s post-e↵ort rank in
a measurement of interest. Our results illustrate how competition among applicants
a↵ects the resulting equilibria and model insights. We analyze how various ranking reward designs, belonging to a family of step
functions, trade o↵ applicant, school, and societal utility, as well as how ranking design
counters inequities arising from disparate access to resources. In particular, we find that
randomization in the reward design can mitigate two measures of disparate impact, welfare gap and access.

1

INTRODUCTION

Many allocative decisions—from education to
employment—rely on relative quality across individuals, not absolute quality: Berkeley accepts ⇡ 15%
of college applicants per year, major CS conferences
accept about ⇡ 20% of submissions, and each job
opening is filled by one candidate. Even if every
applicant improves substantially, due to (perceived)
capacity constraints the number accepted would not
commensurately increase. The comparative aspect
of ranking di↵ers sharply from classification, which
evaluates each entry in isolation. While this di↵erence is often overlooked in the ML community, we
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illustrate that it is consequential and motivates access
as a measure of disparate impact from algorithmic
decisions.
Our specific context is the literature on strategic classification, which aims to address gaming by applicants controlling the classifier’s inputs (Brückner et al.,
2012; Hardt et al., 2016)—an instance of Goodhart’s
law. For example, if a predictive classifier for admissions learns that a student’s number of extracurricular activities correlates with college achievement and
thus bases admissions decisions on it, students may list
many more activities on their applications without devoting any time to them. A strategic classifier aims
to undo this e↵ect, informally speaking, by shifting
weight towards features that are costly to game, such
that the designer’s utility is maximized even taking
into account strategic behavior—as in a Stackelberg
equilibrium.
Importantly, many motivating applications in the
strategic classification literature, such as manipulating test scores to gain college admission, are ranking
problems (or classification with capacity constraints
on how many can be classified with each label). This
aspect induces competition between applicants, a↵ecting their e↵ort and in turn their comparative performance and ultimate relative position in the ranking.
To study the interaction of these e↵ects, this work introduces the problem of strategic ranking: we study
the general welfare e↵ects of reward design for ranking, and examine the role of randomization in trading
o↵ designer’s utility and population welfare, as well
as reducing disparate impact. We study such competition between applications by shifting the task from
classifier design to ranking reward design, and so fill
a gap in the current literature on algorithmic fairness
and strategic behavior that has thus far focused on
classification (and regression).
In pursuit of these questions, our theoretical framework recalls the long-standing economics literature on
contests, in which agents expend e↵ort to obtain a reward that is a function of their relative performance
across agents (Bodoh-Creed and Hickman, 2018; Olszewski and Siegel, 2016, 2019a,b), as well as that on
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signaling and strategic behavior (Spence, 1978). We
elaborate on the connections and distinctions with this
literature in Section 1.1.
In our strategic ranking framework, a designer ranks
applicants by a single, observed measure, called a
score. The score is a function of the applicant’s (possibly multi-dimensional) chosen e↵ort level(s), latent
skill(s), and environment. The designer controls the
reward (✓) assigned to each rank ✓, under an overall reward constraint; e.g., in our primary interpretation, the reward is a probability at which an applicant of each rank is admitted. Realistically, there
may be complexity constraints on the ranking reward
function that the designer can deploy—in this work,
we analyze settings where
belongs to a family of
step functions that we call “K-level policies”. In response, the applicants choose their (costly) e↵ort level
for the observed measure, such that in equilibrium—
that is, given the e↵ort levels of the entire applicant
population—their e↵ort level and resulting rank maximizes their welfare (reward minus e↵ort cost). Depending on the setting, the designer’s objective may
be a function of applicant e↵ort and who is admitted. We assume that applicant e↵ort improves the
designer’s utility function, but not their own welfare
except indirectly through the ranking reward; in other
words, applicants are not intrinsically motivated to exert e↵ort. Using this model, our contributions are:
First (Section 2), we analyze the equilibrium behavior
and resulting optimal designs, illuminating important
di↵erences between the classification and ranking settings. We show that, in a general setting and with any
reasonable reward function , the competition e↵ect
results in rank preservation: in equilibrium, the ranks
(and thus rewards) of applicants after applicant e↵ort
is the same as before. This finding di↵ers from strategic classification – where one must adapt to the e↵ort
it induces to maintain accuracy (Hardt et al., 2016) –
and simplifies equilibrium analysis.
Second (Section 3), we study how the design of reward
function di↵erentially a↵ects the welfare of various
stakeholders: applicants, a school preferring to admit
those with the highest score, and a social planner maximizing the score over the population. We find, e.g.,
there is an trade-o↵ even in one skill dimension: while
deterministically admitting the highest ranked students maximizes the school’s utility (among two-level
policies but not generally), it leads to applicants exerting costly e↵ort. Adding randomness reduces pressure
for applicants at the expense of the school’s utility.
Third (Section 4) we analyze equilibria in the presence
of structural inequities between di↵erent groups, finding that competition amplifies such inequities without

careful reward design: designing reward to increasing school utility increases the welfare gap between
groups, and decreases access (group specific admission
probability) for the disadvantaged group.
Our definitions of school utility and group access—
natural in constrained allocation settings—have not
been studied in unconstrained settings, where policies
may admit di↵erent numbers of applicants. We also
extend our model to a multi-dimensional setting in
Appendix B.
1.1

Related work

Our work sits at the intersection of work in two
communities, strategic classification and fair machine
learning in computer science, and contests and e↵ort
in economics.
Strategic classification As in strategic classification (Brückner et al., 2012; Dong et al., 2018; Hardt
et al., 2016), we consider the challenge an institution
faces when deploying a classifier that applicants can
game; a naive classifier that does not factor in the resulting distribution shifts would be inaccurate. Unlike
strategic classification, which considers the manipulation of observable features to be unproductive from
the institution’s perspective, our model of e↵orts stipulates that the school prefers higher e↵ort levels as they
give rise to higher scores. We follow the line of work
considering the design of reward functions that further
incentivize agent e↵ort on productive tasks (Bechavod
et al., 2021; Kleinberg and Raghavan, 2019; Miller
et al., 2020; Shavit et al., 2020). We in particular
draw inspiration from and compare to several recent
directions in the strategic classification literature: with
multiple agents (Alon et al., 2020; Haghtalab et al.,
2020), when a classifier may be random (Braverman
and Garg, 2020), and with fairness concerns (Hu et al.,
2019; Milli et al., 2019). Like other strategic classification work, our work is further related to the prior
economics literature on contract design, elaborated in
Appendix B.
Economics: Contests and modeling e↵ort Our
theoretical analysis is similar to that in the literature
on contests in economics (Barut and Kovenock, 1998;
Bodoh-Creed and Hickman, 2018; Connelly et al.,
2014; Fang et al., 2020; Konrad, 2007; Olszewski and
Siegel, 2016, 2019a,b); e.g., our rank preservation result in Section 2.2 reflects assortative allocation results
in the literature under similar conditions. The field
is too extensive to summarize here, so we refer the
reader to surveys (Corchón, 2007; Fu and Wu, 2019)
and discuss the works closest to ours. Bodoh-Creed
and Hickman (2018) develop a model with students
endogenously choosing e↵ort; they use the model to
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compare various affirmative action schemes. Most related is work by Olszewski and Siegel (2016, 2019a,b).
Olszewski and Siegel (2019b) find that policies that
“pool” individuals into tiers (as opposed to continuous ranks) can be Pareto improving for students; even
those with decreased individual rewards would benefit
from decreased competitive pressure.

whole. Applicants choose e↵ort levels, resulting in
post-e↵ort scores and ranks. A single school determines rewards for each post-e↵ort rank level, thus affecting applicant incentives to choose their e↵ort.

Our work departs from the contests literature through
its focus on the questions most common in the strategic classification: while the former primarily considers
the e↵orts and resulting welfare of participants, we
study how the design of the reward function
differentially a↵ects the designer’s utility, applicant welfare, and fairness metrics. In particular, when
is
interpreted as a probability of admission, our designer
faces trade-o↵s with incentivizing overall e↵ort and admitting the most skilled students (Section 3); with
disparate access, the designer must further navigate
trade-o↵s between fairness and inducing e↵ort (Section 4); with multiple score dimensions, the designer
must ensure that applicants do not excessively game
one dimension at the cost of the other (Appendix B).
Simultaneous to us, Elkind et al. (2021) consider the
e↵ect of contest design on participant and designer
welfare.

Applicants There is a unit mass of applicants, indexed by an observed index ! 2 [0, 1] distributed uniformly.1 Each applicant has a latent (unobserved) skill
level represented by some measurable function of !.
We assume that the distribution of the skills has no
atoms and that the CDF of this distribution is strictly
increasing. Using the CDF to map the skill of an applicant to a rank in [0, 1], each applicant gets an (unobserved) rank ✓pre = ✓pre (!) which by our assumption
on the CDF is again uniformly distributed in [0, 1] (the
higher the rank the better). With this setup, the skill
of an applicant with rank ✓pre can be written as f (✓pre )
where f is a strictly increasing, continuous function. It
will be notationally convenient to label applicants by
their rank ✓pre , though the reader should note that in
contrast to !, ✓pre (!) is assumed to be unobservable.

Beyond contests, our work connects to the economics
literature on e↵ort and subsequent reward (Becker,
1973; Calsamiglia, 2009; Roemer, 1998; Spence, 1978).
FATE in machine learning and MD4SG We
broadly connect to the Fairness, Accessibility/Accountability, Transparency, and Ethics in machine
learning (Chouldechova and Roth, 2018) and the
Mechanism Design for Social Good literatures (Abebe
and Goldner, 2018). Most relevant are works on fair
ranking (Mathioudakis et al., 2020; Tabibian et al.,
2020; Zehlike and Castillo, 2020; Zehlike et al., 2017),
constrained allocation (Aziz, 2020; Cai et al., 2020;
Gölz et al., 2019; Noriega-Campero et al., 2019), and
admissions (Faenza et al., 2020; Garg et al., 2020; Hu
and Chen, 2018; Immorlica et al., 2019; Kannan et al.,
2019, 2021; Liu et al., 2018, 2020; Liu and Garg, 2021;
Mouzannar et al., 2019; Rolf et al., 2020). We consider
such e↵ects as they interact with agents’ strategic responses to the mechanism.

2

MODEL AND EQUILIBRIUM

Each applicant has an (unobserved) skill level and so a
pre-e↵ort rank. The applicants are modeled as a continuum of players (Schmeidler, 1973), rather than a
finite number of atoms; informally, applicants do not
respond to the strategies of every other applicant combinatorially, but rather the applicant population as a

2.1

Model

Each applicant chooses an e↵ort level e
0, the result of which is an observed, post-e↵ort score, v =
v(e, ✓pre ) = g(e) · f (✓pre ). In other words, we assume
the post-e↵ort score is the product of two components,
associated with the e↵ort and the pre-e↵ort skill respectively. We assume that the e↵ort transfer function
g : [0, 1) 7! [0, 1) is a continuous, concave, strictly
increasing function, representing that marginal e↵ort
improves one’s score but has diminishing returns. The
strategies of the applicants can then be described by
a function ✓pre 7! e(✓pre ).
Each applicant is then
ranked according to their score v, resulting in a poste↵ort rank ✓post . Note that the ranking ✓post is slightly
less trivial than a ranking of the skills, since the scores
might have ties, which have to be resolved.
Tie Breaking. Given a choice of strategies ✓pre 7!
e(✓pre ), let F be the CDF of the scores v(e(✓pre ), ✓pre ).
Since atoms for the distribution of v would lead to ties
for ranks defined as F (v), we will use the labels of
the applicants to break ties with the help of a (publicly announced) tie-breaking function (!), defined,
e.g., via a collision free hash of the applicant names.
Here we require that is a measurable function from
[0, 1] to [0, 1] that maps di↵erent applicant labels to
di↵erent values. We then use to resolve the atoms
of F , leading to a ranking function v 7! (!, v) which
is equal to F (v) except when v is an atom of the score
distribution, in which case it takes values in the “gap
1

The index ! should be interpreted as each applicant’s “name,” uncorrelated with skill, used solely for tiebreaking.
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interval” [F (v), F (v)], where F (v) is the left limit
of F at v. We construct
in such a way that it
gives the uniform distribution for ✓post (!) if we set
✓post (!) = (!, v(e(✓pre (!)), ✓pre (!))).2
Ranking designer (school) A single school is admitting applicants, based on their ranking. In particular, the school can choose a ranking reward function
: [0, 1] 7! [0, 1], such that an applicant with
post-e↵ort rank ✓post is admitted with probability
(✓post ). We assume that is non-decreasing and that
the school has a constraint on the overall probability,
such that in expectation it admits a number of applicants equal to a capacity constraint ⇢ 2 (0, 1), i.e.,
E✓post [ (✓post )] = ⇢.3 We may also refer to , informally, as the admission policy.
For simplicity, we further assume that
is a stepfunction with K distinct levels `0 < · · · < `K 1 , and
K 1 cut-points parameterized by c1 < · · · < cK 1
(with c0 = 0, cK = 1). In other words, we have
(✓) = `k , for all ✓ 2 k , [ck , ck+1 ). Thus, applicants in the same post-rank interval ✓ 2 k receive
the same reward.
Individual applicant welfare and equilibrium
Given the designer’s function and the e↵ort levels
of other applicants, each applicant chooses e↵ort e to
maximize their individual welfare,
W (e, (✓post )) = (✓post )

p(e),

where the e↵ort cost function p is non-negative, continuous, and strictly convex on [0, 1), with e0 :=
argmine p(e) and p(e0 ) = 0.
Applicants are assumed not to personally benefit from
increasing their score v, except through the corresponding increase in their rank and reward. While
the definition of p does not preclude the applicant receiving any intrinsic benefit from exerting e↵ort, we
assume that the net benefit from e↵ort is non-positive.
After a school chooses its ranking reward function ,
each applicant chooses their e↵ort level. However, unlike in strategic classification, in the ranking setting
applicants must further take into account the e↵ort
levels (and resulting post-e↵ort values) of other applicants. An equilibrium of e↵ort levels is then an assignment ✓pre 7! e(✓pre ) of e↵ort levels and resulting
post-e↵ort rank rewards in which given the e↵orts of
other applicants, no applicant can increase their welfare by changing their e↵ort. This is formalized in the
following definition.
2

See Remark A.1 for details on this construction.
We use E✓post [·] to denote an integral over ✓post (and
E[·] to denote an integral over !) with respect to the
Lebesgue measure; informally, this can be thought of as
averaging over the applicant population.
3

Definition 1 (Equilibrium). Given a tie-breaking
function (!) and a ranking probability function , an
equilibrium is a set of e↵ort levels and post-e↵ort ranking rewards for each applicant, {e(✓pre ), (✓post (✓pre ))}
such that, for all !,
e(✓pre (!)) 2 argmax W (e, ( (!, v (e, ✓pre (!)))))
e

✓post (✓pre (!)) = (!, v(e(✓pre (!)), ✓pre (!))),
where (!, v) is the ranking induced by the CDF of
the scores resulting from e↵ort levels {e(✓pre )} and the
tie-breaking function .4
In equilibrium, the strategy of the applicants is thus
characterized by a collection of e↵orts e(✓pre ) and poste↵ort ranking rewards (✓post (✓pre )) of the applicants
as a function of ✓pre , with a corresponding joint distribution for e and ✓post induced by the equilibrium and
the underlying uniform distribution over ✓pre .5 Intuitively, we need to define index ! and the tie-breaking
ordering
because while there may be ties in poste↵ort values, post-e↵ort ranks must be unique. However, for notational ease, in the rest of this work we
drop the index ! and instead refer to applicants by
their pre-e↵ort rank ✓pre . Our results hold for any
ordering , and so we further omit it.
Aggregate welfare and utility We define three aggregate welfare functions of the equilibrium e↵orts and
scores to capture the interests of di↵erent stakeholders.
The applicant welfare is defined as the population
average of the individual applicant welfare at equilibrium:
W :=E[W (e, (✓post ))] = ⇢

E[p(e)].

On the other hand, society derives value from the
scores of applicants post-e↵ort, leading to the following societal utility:
U soc := E[v].
In other words, society prefers the entire applicant
population to achieve higher scores, not only those who
are admitted to the school, since higher test scores
are correlated with labor productivity and economic
growth (Hanushek and Woessmann, 2010).
Finally, the design is controlled by a school, who may
only draw value from those who enroll. The school’s
private utility is the expected score of admitted applicants, which in our continuum formulation is the expectation of v weighted by (v): U pri := E[v · (✓post )].
Discussion Our three welfare functions represent the
utilities of three stakeholders in any ranking setting:
the applicants, ranking institution, and broader society. As we show in Section 3, optimal design di↵ers
4
5

See Remark A.3 on and the set of e↵orts.
See Remark A.4 on credible commitment by the school.
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substantially for the three – the school maximizing its
own utility comes at a cost to the others. Furthermore, we note that this comparison is possible because
our setting is one of constrained allocation, in which
the expected number of admitted applicants (integral
over ) is fixed. For example, defining school’s private utility as the expected score of admitted applicants (and applicant welfare as containing admissions
probability) is unnatural without such a constraint, as
various mechanisms may admit (classify as ‘1’) di↵erent numbers of applicants; for this reason, strategic
classification papers often consider classification accuracy as the school’s objective, which has no analogue
in practice.
Our base model is purposely minimalist, to emphasize the competitive aspect of ranking and constrained
allocation. We consider extensions to disparate access
to resources between socioeconomic groups (Section 4)
and multi-dimensional, potentially unobserved scores
(Appendix B) after studying welfare under our base
model.
2.2

Equilibria characterization

Figure 1: Equilibrium e↵orts and scores for a sample
4-level ranking reward function.
equilibrium such that (✓post (✓pre )) = (✓pre ) and
applicants with ✓pre 2 k , [ck , ck+1 ) exert e↵ort
ek (✓pre ), where
(

e0

⇣

⇣

⌘

for k = 0

⌘

The definition of equilibria suggests that studying
their properties may be difficult: our utility functions
depend on both the e↵orts of applicants and their induced relative rankings, the relationship of which may
be complex in general. However, the following result,
reminiscent of much of the contests literature under
similar assumptions (see Remark A.6), establishes that
ranking rewards are preserved under e↵ort.

ek (✓pre ) =

Proposition 2.1 (Rank preservation). In every equilibrium, (✓post (✓pre )) = (✓pre ), up to sets of measure
0.

As the theorem name suggests, the e↵ort exerted by
each applicant in equilibrium is akin to the price paid
in a second price auction (cf. Myerson (1981)): each
applicant exerts just enough e↵ort that applicants in
the level below (those with ranks at or below the
given applicant’s level’s lower cut-point ck ) cannot increase their welfare by instead exerting additional effort, ẽk 1 > e0 . It is instructive to calculate the poste↵ort scores resulting from these e↵orts; for ✓pre 2 k ,
they are
(
g(e0 )f
for k = 0
n (✓pre )
o
vk (✓pre ) =
max g(ẽk 1 )f (ck ) , g(e0 )f (✓pre ) o.w.,

As shown in the next section, rank preservation simplifies substantially the evaluation of various utility
functions, as the post-e↵ort rankings of applicants are
fixed and known.
The result follows from the shared cost function p being convex and increasing on [e0 , 1): if an applicant
pre-e↵ort rank ✓ finds it optimal to achieve post-e↵ort
value v, then each applicant with pre-e↵ort rank ✓¯ > ✓
finds it optimal to reach a post-e↵ort value v̄ v. We
note that this result (and all our subsequent results)
hold for any tie-breaking function , as any set of poste↵ort values in which tie-breaking occurs across two
or more reward bands cannot constitute an equilibrium.
While the ranking reward function does not a↵ect
the induced rankings of applicants, it does determine
the e↵ort exerted by each, as formalized next.
Theorem 2.2 (Second price e↵ort). There exists a

with ẽk

1

max g
ek

p(ẽk

1 (ck )
1)

1

g(ẽk 1 )·f (ck )
f (✓pre )

, e0

otherwise,

inductively defined by

= p(ek

1 (ck ))

+ `k

`k

1

The equilibrium is unique up to sets of measure 0.

Thus at the beginning of each band, applicants exert
strictly more e↵ort that those at the top of the previous band, decreasing their e↵ort within the band since
their increased skill requires less e↵ort to get the same
score. If at some point e↵ort e0 (with cost p(e0 ) = 0)
is enough to maintain the score needed to get reward
`k , their e↵ort stays constant and their score grows,
up to the beginning of the next band, when at least
initially, the scores again stay constant and the e↵orts
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decrease. Figure 1 illustrates the equilibrium e↵orts
and post-e↵ort scores under a sample 4-level reward
function, and choices of f, g and p such that it is never
enough to just exert e↵ort e0 except in the first band.6
Thus, while the reward function does not change the
ranking of applicants (by Lemma 2.1), it does a↵ect
the e↵ort exerted and thus their post-e↵ort scores. The
function is thus a design parameter for the school
whose objective depends on applicant scores, as we
explore in the next section.7
Remark A.6 details the technical di↵erences between
our results and analogues in the contests literature
(Bodoh-Creed and Hickman, 2018; Olszewski and
Siegel, 2016).

3

WELFARE ANALYSIS

We begin our analysis by studying how the design of
ranking reward function changes the utilities of the
applicants, the school, and the society.
Recall that the school is constrained to a K-level
admission policy such that the average probability of
admission is ⇢ > 0, that is, E[ (✓post )] = ⇢. A special case of interest is the following two-level (K = 2)
function.
Definition 2 (Two-level policy). In our baseline twolevel function parameterized by cut-o↵ c 2 (0, 1 ⇢],
each applicant with post-e↵ort rank ✓post
c is admitted with probability `1 = 1 ⇢ c 2 (0, 1]. Others are
rejected, `0 = 0.
Note that standard non-randomized admissions policies are equivalent to case where c = 1 ⇢: the highest
scoring applicants up to the capacity constraint are accepted with probability 1 and all others are rejected.
We call this case non-randomized admissions. The
other extreme is the one-level policy, pure randomization, where each applicant is admitted with probability ⇢, i.e., `0 = ⇢. Decreasing the cut-o↵ c can be
viewed as increasing the level of randomization in the
admissions policy.
We now reason about how various welfare and fairness
metrics vary with (in the two-level policy class, just
c). To simplify the presentation, we assume that f, g
and p are di↵erentiable and that baseline e↵ort e0 is 0.
Applicant welfare The following result shows how
overall welfare is maximized.
6

These were: f (x) = 2x (corresponding
to a uniform
p
distribution of skill levels), g(x) = x (decreasing marginal
returns to e↵ort) and p = x2 (increasing marginal cost of
e↵ort).
7
See Corollary A.1 for an example of how equilibria
change with the function

Proposition 3.1 (Applicant welfare). Among all
with K levels, for K 1, applicant welfare W is maximized by the one-level policy with pure randomization.
Further, in the class of two-level policies, W is monotonically non-increasing in c.
This result is perhaps unsurprising given our formulation of applicant welfare – in which e↵ort is costly but
applicants do not directly benefit from their score v,
only their resulting admissions probabilities (✓post ).
Thus, W is maximized by a completely random admissions policy where the cost of exerting e↵ort is
p(e0 ) = 0 for every applicant.
School’s private utility On the other extreme is the
school’s private utility U pri : in which only the expected
scores of admitted applicants matters. For K = 2, it
is maximized by a deterministic decision policy.
Proposition 3.2 (School’s private utility for two-level
policies). In a two-level policy, the school’s private
utility U pri is monotonically non-decreasing in c, and
consequently is maximized by non-randomized admissions.
The result follows because both aspects of the school’s
private utility increases with the cuto↵ c in a two-level
policy: first, as c increases, the school admits higher
ranked applicants and the scores of the admitted applicants increase with the rank of the admitted applicants; second, increasing c increases `1 , which, as per
Corollary A.1, further increases the equilibrium e↵ort
levels (and thus the post-e↵ort scores) of the highest
ranked applicants. Note that this e↵ect occurs even
though rankings of applicants are identical under any
(Proposition 2.1).
A natural question is whether the deterministic decision policy also maximizes U pri among all K-level policies for K > 2. Surprisingly, the answer in general is
negative.
Proposition 3.3. A 3-level policy may achieve
strictly higher U pri than non-randomized admissions.
This result provides a perhaps counter-intuitive insight
for practice: even for a school maximizing its own utility, deterministically accepting the top students is not
generally optimal – schools could improve on both student welfare and its own utility by randomizing. The
counter-example used to prove the above proposition
involves picking a skill distribution (the distribution
of f (✓true )) with a long tail. That is, if the skill level
f (✓pre ) of applicants with rankings above the optimal deterministic cuto↵ 1 ⇢ is relatively high, then
the school can improve U pri by using a three-level policy that increases the competition for high admission
probability and incentivizes higher scores among the
top ranked applicants.
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Societal utility The previous results show that for
both applicant welfare and school’s private utility, an
extreme two-level function is optimal among all twolevel admissions functions : pure randomization for
applicant welfare, and non-randomization for school’s
private utility. Next, we show that a similar result does
not hold for societal utility, U soc = E[v]: if the goal is
to maximize the score attained by the entire applicant
population and not just the admitted applicants, the
admissions function should be randomized (but not
purely randomized), even among two-level policies.8
Proposition 3.4 (Societal utility maximization for
two-level policies). Among two-level functions, there
exists a setting in which societal utility U soc is maximized by choosing c 2 (0, 1 ⇢), `1 = 1 ⇢ c 2 (⇢, 1).
Here, increasing c and `1 has two competing e↵ects:
(1) it increases the e↵ort level of the highest ranked
applicants in 1 ; (2) it simultaneously increases the
fraction of applicants who exert minimum e↵ort, as
they go from being admitted with probability `1 (and
thus needing to exert e↵ort to preserve their position)
to being deterministically rejected. Maximizing overall
score across the population thus requires an intermediate level of randomization. More generally, a K-level
reward function for K > 2 may improve societal utility
over a two-level policy.
The choice of
not only di↵erentially a↵ects applicants’ admissions probabilities; it also di↵erentially
a↵ects applicant e↵orts and scores in equilibrium.
Choosing a reward function
to increase the equilibrium scores of some applicants comes at a cost of
the scores of other applicants. Thus, as the contrast
between U soc and U pri establishes, the optimal design
depends on which applicants one considers. When a
school has the power to choose design to maximize
its own private interests, doing so comes at a cost of
scores of other applicants. As shown in Figure 2, the
exact tradeo↵s between U soc , U pri , and applicant welfare W depend on various model parameters, such as
f , g and p, as well as the capacity ⇢.

4

ENVIRONMENT DIFFERENCES

We have thus far assumed a basic model where applicants di↵er only in their latent skill levels f (✓pre ),
and their observed score depends only on their latent skill level and chosen e↵ort. However, in societies
8
Our notion of societal utility di↵ers from the traditional notion of social welfare, which would also include
in its formulation the e↵ort costs of applicants. Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.4 would imply that social welfare
is also maximized by an intermediate level of randomization.

Figure 2: U soc , U pri , and W for two-level policies
parametrized by c 2 (0, 1 ⇢). Model parameters are
as in Figure 1. The school’s capacity is ⇢ = 0.2.
with structural inequalities, an individual’s measured
success also depends on various environmental factors
beyond one’s control, such as family income and the
availability of resources in one’s community. Roemer
(1998)’s work on the equality of opportunity argues
that environmental factors (called “circumstances”)
are distinguished from e↵ort. For example, for the
same amount of time spent studying, an applicant
from a well-resourced school may achieve higher test
scores than one from an under-resourced school. In
this section, we extend the model introduced in Section 2 to study the disparate impact of admission policies in the presence of structural inequalities, specifically di↵erences in the applicant’s previous education
environment.
Model and equilibria characterization We now
denote each applicant’s latent skill rank as ✓true 2
[0, 1]. In addition to the latent skill, each applicant
has an (unobserved) environmental factor 2 that
represents how favorable their environment is for attaining a higher score. Because a favorable environment results in a higher rate of return for e↵ort, we
model the environment as a multiplicative factor in
the score (see e.g., Calsamiglia (2009)). Formally, the
post-e↵ort score is a function of the latent skill, the
environmental factor, and the e↵ort level:
v=

· g(e) · f (✓true ),

where g, f are as defined in Section 2.1.
We assume there are two groups of applicants, A and
B, and the distribution of skill is the same in both
groups. Group A has a more favorable environment
factor, that is,
= { A , B } and A > B . Thus
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we will also refer to B as the “disadvantaged group”.
To simplify our presentation, we assume each group
is half of the total applicant population, though the
results in this section generalize.We defer all proofs in
this section to Appendix F.
We begin by characterizing the equilibrium ranking
under the designer’s policy . The equilibrium e↵ort
levels and post-e↵ort ranks are as defined in Definition 1, except they are now group-dependent, that is,
we have e(✓true , ) and ✓post (✓true , ). Because of the
di↵erences in , the post-e↵ort ranking ✓post is now
group-dependent, and in general is not equal to ✓true .
To apply Proposition 2.1 as before, we construct an
“environment-scaled pre-e↵ort rank” (denoted ✓pre ).
Proposition 4.1 (Equilibrium under group di↵erences). Define ✓pre as: ✓pre := fmix1 (f (✓true ) · ),
where fmix1 is the CDF for the environment-scaled skill,
f (✓true ) · :
fmix1 (x) :=

1
f
2

1

(x/

A)

1
+ f
2

Then, in every equilibrium,
(✓pre ).

1

(x/

B ).

(✓post (✓true , ))

=

The environment factor depresses the ✓pre , and therefore ✓post , of the disadvantaged group. Rank preservation (Proposition 2.1) again simplifies equilibrium
analysis.
Welfare gap and access di↵erences Using the
above characterization, we now study the disparate impact of various rank reward functions , through two
key facets: (1) the welfare gap and (2) access. The
former measures welfare disparity between applicants
from di↵erent groups with the same latent skill rank.
Definition 3 (Welfare gap). Let W G (✓true ) denote
post-e↵ort welfare of an applicant with latent skill
ranking ✓true from group G 2 {A, B}, i.e.,
W G (✓true ) := (✓post (✓true ,

G ))

p(e(✓true ,

G )).

(1)

G

A two-level policy with c 2 (0, 1 ⇢] admits a group A
applicant with ✓true
thresA (c) with probability 1 ⇢ c ,
a group B applicant with ✓true thresB (c) with probability 1 ⇢ c , and all other applicants with probability 0.
The welfare gap G(✓true ) is non-negative for every
✓true , and strictly positive for ✓true
thresB (c). In
contrast, the one-level pure randomization policy has
G(✓true ) ⌘ 0.
In the “High” region of ✓true (where ✓true thresB (c)),
both the group A and group B applicant have the same
probability of admission. However, group B applicants must expend more e↵ort, resulting in a strictly
positive welfare gap. In the “Middle” region (where
✓true 2 [thresA (c), thresB (c))), group A applicants are
admitted with positive probability while group B applicants are deterministically rejected, again leading
to a positive welfare gap. In the “Low” region (where
✓true < thresA (c)), applicants from both groups are
deterministically rejected, leading to no gap. Further
comparison of the equilibrium welfare, admission probability and e↵ort for any given two-level policy can be
found in Table 1 in the appendix.
The previous proposition highlights the joint role of
admissions probability and e↵ort in determining the
welfare gap. Our next result focuses on the welfare
gap in the “High” region, where applicants of both
groups are admitted with the same positive probability, showing that the welfare gap decreases as a twolevel admission policy becomes more randomized.
Proposition 4.3 (Welfare gap increases with c). Consider the setting in Definition 2, with the school’s chosen admissions policy c = c̄, where c̄  (fmix ) 1 (f (1) ·
thresB (c̄), that is, ✓true is
B ). Then, for any ✓true
in the “High” region, we have

We define the welfare gap as
G(✓true ) := W A (✓true )

Proposition 4.2 (Admission and pointwise welfare
gap for two-level policies). Denote the group-specific
rank threshold for group G as
✓
◆
fmix (c)
thresG (c) := f 1
.

W B (✓true ).

The welfare gap captures di↵erences in admission
probabilities and in the e↵ort needed to achieve
such probabilities. Our next notion, access, captures
whether a decision policy includes the disadvantaged
group in the admitted class, regardless of e↵ort.
Definition 4 (Access). Access is the overall probability of admission of the disadvantaged group.
A := E✓true [ (✓post (✓true ,

B ))].

@G(✓true )
@c

c=c̄

> 0.

Decreasing c (increasing randomization) reduces the
welfare gap in the “High” region of ✓true . As the
school’s private utility is actually increasing in c
(Proposition 3.2), there is also a tradeo↵ between the
school’s private utility and the welfare gap.
Increasing randomization also increases access: it is
maximized by pure randomization and there exists a
large class of models where access is always improved
by more randomization in a two-level policy.
Proposition 4.4 (Access decreases with c). Pure randomization has higher A than any two-level policy.
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Moreover, if f 1 is convex, A for two-level policies
is non-increasing in c.
By reducing the level of competition among applicants,
the more randomized admission policy increases access, becoming more inclusive to applicants who are
disadvantaged by their environment. A ranking reward function that increases the incentive for applicants to compete tends to increase the welfare gap and
reduce access. Without knowledge of the applicant’s
environment factor, randomizing the admissions policy
thus may be key to reducing disparate outcomes.

5

DISCUSSION

We now draw some comparisons to welfare results
known in strategic classification. Taken together,
Proposition 3.1 and 3.2 imply, among two-level policies, that there is a direct tradeo↵ between the applicant welfare and the school’s private utility: by reducing the degree of randomization in the admission
policy, we increase private utility at the expense of applicant welfare. In the strategic classification setting,
Milli et al. (2019) observed a similar tradeo↵ between
the “institution utility” (the classification loss under
gaming) and the “social burden” (cost incurred by individuals for changing their features). Both sets of
results suggest that strategic behavior complicates the
choice of an optimal decision policy and necessitates
careful adjudication among stakeholders.
Our key takeaway that randomization in the decision
policy can improve applicant welfare is also related
to Braverman and Garg (2020). They studied the welfare benefits of randomization—in the form of probabilistic classifiers and noisy features—and observed
that the designer has no incentive to use a more randomized classifier. This finding is true in our setting,
only for the class of two-level policies – randomization
with more levels may improve both welfare and private
school utility.
The strategic classification literature (Braverman and
Garg, 2020; Hu et al., 2019; Milli et al., 2019) also considers the disparate costs of strategic behavior. These
works study two groups with di↵erent costs of gaming, and Milli et al. (2019) introduces the concept of
“social gap”: the di↵erence between the costs of successful gaming incurred. Our welfare gap can be seen
as a measure of the di↵erence in the costs of e↵ort
in the “High” region of latent skill rank. We showed
a tradeo↵ between the school’s private utility and the
welfare gap (Proposition 3.2 and 4.3), while Milli et al.
(2019) (Theorem 3.1) showed a tradeo↵ between the
institutional utility and the social gap. On the other
hand, the concept of access—the proportion of the dis-

advantaged group admitted—as an indicator of disparate impact has not received much attention in the
strategic classification literature, as one cannot compare such access across mechanisms that accept di↵erent numbers of people overall.
Overall, we believe that our strategic ranking model is
a natural one through which to study constrained allocation settings for strategic decision making, such as
admissions and hiring. While our base model is general, equity notions in other applications may di↵er
from those considered in Section 4. From a technical
perspective, there remain open computational questions for finding optimal K level reward functions.
More generally, our work supports the consideration
of the ranking and constrained allocation model over
unconstrained classification in the FATE ML community, centering the study of welfare notions of fairness
over that of statistical parity.
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A

Supplemental model discussion

Here we include supplemental technical remarks on the model.
Remark A.1 (Construction of the map). Formally, if v0 is an atom of the score distribution and ⌦v0 is the set
of tied applicants with score v0 , then the discontinuity of F at v0 has height equal to the measure of ⌦v0 , and so
for those applicants can be filled by using the CDF of (!) restricted to ⌦v0 ; this gives a distribution for (!, v0 )
that is uniform over the gap interval [F (v0 ), F (v0 )] when restricted to ⌦v0 , and hence leads to the claimed
uniform distribution of ✓post (!). Finally, we define (!, v) for applicants ! 2
/ ⌦v0 by “slotting them in” in such
a way that for a pair !, ! 0 with exactly one member in ⌦v0 and (!) < (! 0 ) we have that (v0 , !)  (v0 , ! 0 ).
Since the image of ⌦v0 is by construction dense in the gap interval, this uniquely determines (v0 , !) for all
applicants !.
Note that for a given applicant !, the map v 7! (!, v) is not necessarily 1-1; indeed, if F is constant on an
interval I, all v 2 I lead to the same rank. But this only e↵ects regions where the distribution of v has no mass,
and thus will not cause any issues.
Remark A.2 (Ties in pre-e↵ort skill). With probability one, there are no two applicants with the same skill level,
and the support of the skill distribution has no gap: given two applicants with di↵erent skills, the probability of
finding an applicant with skill in between these two is always non-zero.
Remark A.3 ( ’s dependency on the set of e↵orts). Formally, depends on the set of e↵orts. Given a fixed
set and , for each applicant ! the first condition considers the counter-factual ranking of ! with di↵erent poste↵ort values but using the same ranking function. As defined, yields a uniform distribution of ranks with such
measure 0 changes. In Appendix Lemma C.2, we further prove that two e↵ort sets equal up to sets of measure 0
induce the same ranking function , and so the condition is consistent.
Remark A.4 (Credible commitment on the part of the school). Note that we do not require that, given applicant e↵ort levels, the design is optimal for the school’s utility. As in e.g. Braverman and Garg (2020) for
classification, the randomized ranking reward (characterized by probability ) is not optimal for the school after
applicants have chosen their e↵ort levels in response to the classifier. Such a characterization of equilibria thus
requires credible commitment on the part of the school.
Remark A.5 (Interpreting U pri as a conditional expectation.). In our primary admissions interpretation, (✓post )
is a probability. (All our results also hold when (✓post ) represents a deterministic reward.) In a setting where
there are a finite number of applicants (as opposed to our continuum model) and the admission outcome of each
applicant with rank ✓pre is Z ⇠ Bernoulli( (✓post )), U pri can also be interpreted as a conditional expectation
(average score of admitted applicants), that is E [E[v | Z = 1]].
Remark A.6 (Comparison to related work in contests literature). Proposition 2.1 has analogues in the contests
literature, in particular Bodoh-Creed and Hickman (2018) and Olszewski and Siegel (2016). Here we remark
on the technical di↵erences with these results. Bodoh-Creed and Hickman (2018) assumes that the density of
prizes has full support—this assumption, translated to our setting, requires the ranking reward function to be
continuous. In contrast, Proposition 2.1 is proven for that is a discontinuous step-function. Theorem 2(a)
of Olszewski and Siegel (2016), while not requiring
to be continuous, holds for all but a small fraction of
the applicants. In other words, Proposition 2.1, though recalls the assortative allocation principle known to the
contests literature, is neither a restatement of previous results nor a generalization. It is worthwhile to note that
we prove Proposition 2.1 using elementary arguments that may be of independent interest.
Olszewski and Siegel (2016, 2019b) also remark that the unique mechanism that implements assortative allocation
is given by Myerson (1981), assuming quasi-linear utility. However, due to the non-quasi-linearity of our utility
function U in the score v(e, ✓pre ), the equilibrium strategy in our setting (Theorem 2.2) turns out to be a variant
of Myerson’s payment rule, and is derived from an independent analysis.
Corollary A.1 (E↵ort comparative statics). Assume that g and p are di↵erentiable. If `k increases and `j
decreases for some j > k (fixing all other parameters), then ei (✓) for all i < k are una↵ected, ek is weakly
increasing, and e↵orts ek+1 . . . , ej are weakly decreasing.
Perhaps surprisingly, increasing a reward `k does not a↵ect the equilibrium e↵ort of the applicants in the band k 1
immediately below: in equilibrium, they do not receive the higher reward since those in band k correspondingly
increase their e↵ort. The proof of the corollary actually implies that ek , ek+1 and ej are strictly monotonic in
the part of k , k+1 and j where the e↵orts are strictly above e0 – which depending on the parameters of
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the model can just be part of these intervals, or all of these intervals, as observed in the paragraph following
Theorem 2.2.
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B

Multi-dimensional skill

Up to now, we have studied the setting in which there is a single-dimensional measurable score on which applicants
are ranked and can exert e↵ort. In this section we consider an extension of our model to m skills, and use the
extension to explore two questions of interest: (1) How does the school’s reward design influence the applicant’s
decision to allocate e↵ort across di↵erent skills in the competitive setting? (2) When one of the skills is valued
but not measurable by the school, how does competition in the measurable skill trade-o↵ a↵ect the school’s
utility? We first introduce the model extension, and then present results in Sections B.1 and B.2 addressing
questions (1) and (2) respectively. We note that the results in this section are preliminary; we end the section
with a discussion on directions for future inquiry. All proofs in this section can be found in Appendix G.
Model. The model is similar to our base model Section 2.1; each applicant now has m latent skill levels with
i
respective ranks ✓pre
2 [0, 1] for i 2 {1, · · · , m}. Each rank is drawn independently from the uniform distribution
i
i
over [0, 1], and the skill i of applicant with rank ✓pre
is fi (✓pre
). Each applicant now chooses e↵ort levels {ei }, at
m
cost p (e1 , · · · , em ), resulting in post-e↵ort scores {vi },
i
vi = g(ei ) · fi (✓pre
),

where g is concave, increasing, as before, and fi is a continuous, strictly increasing quantile function (fi 1
is the CDF function of the scores on dimension i). As before, the school observes the post-e↵ort scores for
each applicant, now for each dimension i, and designs a non-decreasing function : [0, 1] ! [0, 1] denoting the
admissions probability (✓post ) for applicant with post-e↵ort rank ✓post .
How does the school construct post-e↵ort rank ✓post ? In general, each applicant’s combined post-e↵ort score
may be any function of the scores on each dimension, {vi }. Here, we assume the following linear score function.
The school announces weights ↵ = (↵1 , · · · , ↵m ) 2 m 1 (denoting the m-dimensional simplex); the weights ↵
represent the relative emphasis placed on each
is ranked
Pm skill for the admissions decision. Then, each applicant
↵
according to their combined score, v ↵ := i=1 ↵i vi , resulting in their combined post-e↵ort rank ✓post
, and is
↵
admitted with probability (✓post
).9
Putting things together, the applicant’s individual welfare is:
↵
↵
W ({ei }m
i=1 , (✓post )) = (✓post )

B.1

pm (e1 , · · · , em )

Equilibrium under multi-dimensional competition

In this section, we apply the model for multi-dimensional skills described above to study equilibrium e↵ort
allocations and rank preservation. In the single skill case, we found that the post-e↵ort ranks equaled the pree↵ort ranks (the allocation preserves rank) (Proposition 2.1). As we’ll see, post-e↵ort rank preservation is more
complex with a multi-dimensional score. In fact, to our knowledge, the economics contests literature has not
considered multi-dimensional scores, and defining assortative allocations (the analogue of rank preservation) in
other domains (such as participant search in a matching market setting) has proven tricky (Lindenlaub and
Postel-Vinay, 2016). Our first result for the multi-dimensional case is that rank preservation no longer holds if
pre-e↵ort ranks are defined as each applicant’s pre-e↵ort skill combination, ↵ · f (✓pre ). Rather, the post-e↵ort
ranks may depend on the weights ↵ and the distribution of the skill levels, fi ; however, it may be possible to
define an alternative pre-e↵ort rank function under which rankings are preserved.
We show this result by characterizing the equilibrium of the following simplified setting, with further assumptions
on the e↵ort cost function p and the e↵ort transfer function g; the cost function p is assumed to be a function
of the sum of the e↵orts exerted:
!
m
X
1
m
p(e , · · · , e ) , p
ei ,
i=1

where p is convex and increasing. This assumption says that the e↵ort exerted for any skill is entirely exchangeable, for example, two hours spent on studying math is as costly as two hours spent on studying chemistry.
E↵ort transfer function g is assumed to be linear, that is, there are constant returns to e↵ort.

9
The linear combination of skill is similar to the “linear mechanism” in Kleinberg and Raghavan (2019), which studied
how reward design incentivizes strategic agents to exert e↵ort on di↵erent skill dimensions. Compared to their work,
where e↵orts are connected to skills via an e↵ort graph, we consider a simplified setting where each e↵ort maps to one
skill, and study how reward design a↵ects equilibrium rankings, in presence of competition.
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Under these assumption, applicants are incentivized to put e↵ort into a single skill; rankings are preserved not
on the pre-e↵ort skill combination but rather just their most important skill dimension.
Proposition B.1 (Multi-dimensional rank preservation for linear g). Suppose g is a linear function such that
g(e) = hx, h > 0. Suppose the school picks some ↵ and . Define the combined pre-e↵ort index as:
↵
i
vpre
:= max ↵i fi (✓pre
).
i

↵
↵ and combined postThen in every equilibrium, for any two applicants with combined pre-e↵ort indices vpre
, vpre
↵
↵
e↵ort ranks ✓post , ✓post we have
↵
↵ ) () v ↵ > v ↵ .
(✓post
) > (✓post
pre
pre

Each applicant’s decision to exert e↵ort at equilibrium now also depends on the skill-specific quantile fi , whereas
in the single skill setting, only the pre-e↵ort rank was relevant. Applicants who have a skill that they have a
i
large advantage in relative to the rest of the applicants (high fi (✓pre
)) and that is valued highly by the school
(high ↵i ) are advantaged in terms of post-e↵ort rankings.
For non-linear g, there may not exist a simple characterization of the post-e↵ort ranks. For example, when g is
strictly concave, that is, there are decreasing marginal returns to e↵ort for each skill, it is no longer optimal for
a applicant to only put all their e↵ort in one skill, and the relative allocation of e↵ort will depend on the specific
functional form of g.
B.2

School’s private utility with unmeasurable skill

We now analyze a multi-dimensional setting where one skill dimension is unobservable though still valuable to the
school. This setting is directly motivated by the classic contract design work of Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991),
who show that when some work tasks are less measurable than others, it may be optimal to lessen incentives on
the measurable tasks (e.g., by adopting a fixed wage) so as to not crowd out e↵ort in the less measurable ones.
In our simplified setting, there are two skills M and U : M has a measurable score v M and U has an unmeasurable score v U . For example, M could be scholastic achievement as measured by SAT scores, and U could
be “creativity”, a personal quality that is valued by the school but is not directly measurable. Since the school
M
cannot observe v U , its admission policy is based on ✓post
only, that is, ↵U = 0 and ↵M = 1.
We further assume that each applicant has a fixed e↵ort budget of B > 0, and is intrinsically motivated to exert
e↵ort in the unmeasurable skill U ; in fact, they will always exert e↵ort eU = B eM . Formally this corresponds
to the e↵ort cost function
pm (eM , eU ) = p(eM ) (max(0, B (eM + eU )))2
where p is convex and increasing. We can write the applicant’s individual welfare as:
M
M
W (eM , eU , (✓post
)) = (✓post
)

pm (eM , eU ).

The school’s private utility is now weighted by 2 (0, 1), which quantifies the relative value the school places
on the measurable skill over the unmeasurable skill.
U pri = E[ · v M + (1
The smaller that

) · v U | Z = 1].

is, the more the school places value on the unmeasurable skill v U .

We now show that some degree of randomization in the admission policy may be optimal for the ranking designer
if they value the unmeasurable skill sufficiently.
Proposition B.2 (The school’s weighted private utility is maximized by some randomization). Consider the
class of two-level policies. For any c 2 (0, 1 ⇢), there exist some 2 (0, 1) such that the school’s utility U↵pri is
maximized at that value of c.
The above result suggests that in the absence of the measurability of one of the skills, the non-randomized
admissions policy may have added externality of promoting too much competition in the measurable skill, at
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the expense of the unmeasurable one. Our observation is in the same spirit as the finding by Holmstrom and
Milgrom (1991) that excessive performance-based incentives can lead strategic agents to focus only on dimensions
of achievement that can be e↵ectively measured. A di↵erence between our setting and the aforementioned work
is that the excess focus on the measurable skill is being driven by competition between applicants, not (directly)
the design of the school. However, the school can counter-act this competitive pressure and raise both its
welfare and that of the applicants by adding randomization.
Discussion In this section, we have only begun to explore strategic ranking in the multi-dimensional setting.
We have outlined two promising directions of inquiry: multi-dimensional competition and the lack of measurability. For future work in the former direction, it would be natural to consider non-linear e↵ort transfer functions, as
well as the ramifications for disparate impact when the di↵erent environment factors are taken into account. In
this setting, we have also highlighted ↵ as an design choice—it determines how applicants tradeo↵ e↵ort between
the skill dimensions. Di↵erent stakeholders, such as the school and the society, may value the skills di↵erently,
due to, for example, long-term v.s. short-term considerations, and therefore have di↵erent preferences over ↵.
The direction regarding measurability is directly motivated by the classic contract design work of Holmstrom
and Milgrom (1991), who show that when some work tasks are less measurable than others, it may be optimal
to lessen incentives on the measurable tasks (e.g., by adopting a fixed wage) so as to not crowd out e↵ort in
the less measurable ones. In our multidimensional setting, the college faces similar tradeo↵s, with the additional
challenge that it now must rank multiple applicants. For future work, it would be interesting to think about
partial measurability and the e↵ect of ‘weak’ measurements on competition. In both cases, a core challenge is
characterizing resulting equilibria and analoguous rank preservation results.

Strategic ranking

C

Proofs for Section 2.2

Lemma C.1. In any equilibrium, tie-breaking is not necessary: ties in post-e↵ort scores lead to ties in post-e↵ort
rewards. For any , in any equilibrium the distribution of post e↵ort scores v is such that, for all !, ! 0
v (e(✓pre (!)), ✓pre (!)) = v (e(✓pre (! 0 )), ✓pre (! 0 )) , v =)

( (! 0 , v)) .

( (!, v)) =

Proof. We prove the claim by contradiction. Suppose not, and that
v (e(✓pre (!)), ✓pre (!)) = v (e(✓pre (! 0 )), ✓pre (! 0 )) , v
but ( (!, v)) < ( (! 0 , v)). Then, for any ✏ > 0, we have that v (e(✓pre (!)) + ✏, ✓pre (!)) > v (as the e↵ort
transfer function g is strictly increasing) and hence
( (!, v)) <

( (! 0 , v)) 

( (!, v (e(✓pre (!)) + ✏, ✓pre (!)))) .

Since the function p is continuous, we have that p(e(✓pre (!)) + ✏)

p(e(✓pre (!))) ! 0 as ✏ ! 0.

Then, for small enough ✏, we have that
( (!, v (e(✓pre (!)) + ✏, ✓pre (!))))

p(e(✓pre (!)) + ✏) >

( (!, v))

p(e(✓pre (!)))

and thus the e↵ort e(✓pre (!)) is not welfare maximizing for the applicant !, a contradiction for it being the
equilibrium e↵ort for !.
Lemma C.2 (Deviations of measure 0). Fix
and . Consider strategy set {e(✓pre (!)}, and corresponding
CDF F of post-e↵ort scores. As defined, (!, v) is uniquely determined by F and . Now, suppose a measure 0
set {!} deviates, leading to strategy set {ẽ(✓pre (!)}, post-e↵ort value distribution F̃ , and ranking function ˜ .
Then, F̃ = F , and for all ! and v,
(˜ (!, v)) = ( (!, v)).
Proof. By supposition, {e(✓pre (!)} = {ẽ(✓pre (!)} except at a set of measure 0, and so the CDFs of the post-e↵ort
scores are equal, F = F̃ . Now, recall that ranking function (!, v) is defined as the CDF F except where there
are ties of positive mass (atoms) in the distribution of v.
For v such that there is not an atom at v, the equality follows.
If there is an atom at v, note that for all ! 2 {! : v(e(✓pre (!)), ✓pre (!)) = v}, we have
(!, v) 2 [lim supr"v F (r), F (v)] = [lim supr"v F̃ (r), F̃ (v)].
Finally, note that ˜ (!, v) 2 [lim supr"v F̃ (r), F̃ (v)], and in particular the CDF of (w) restricted to the atomic
set does not change due to measure 0 changes. The equality follows.
Lemma C.2 characterizes the e↵ect of measure 0 deviations. While not needed for our results, it establishes that
the behavior model in the equilibrium definition is consistent.
Proposition 2.1: In every equilibrium, (✓post (✓pre )) = (✓pre ), up to sets of measure 0.
0
0
Proof. We will prove that in every equilibrium we have that for all !, ! 0 , (✓pre ) > (✓pre
) =) (✓post ) (✓post
).
10
To see that this implies the claim, recall the definition of as a function taking K possible values `0 , . . . , `K 1 ,
and consider !0 , . . . , !K 1 such that (✓pre (!k )) runs through the K possible values for in increasing order.
The above inequality then implies that the order is weakly preserved if instead of (✓pre (!k )) we consider
10
0
Here we are using the shorthand notation ✓pre := ✓pre (!) and ✓pre
:= ✓pre (! 0 ), as well as ✓post := ✓post (✓pre ) and
0
0
✓post
:= ✓post (✓pre
).
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(✓post (✓pre (!k ))). However, combined with the fact that ✓post is uniformly distributed by our construction of
the tie-breaking function, one easily shows the stronger statement that for almost all choices of !0 , . . . , !K 1 ,
the order is strictly preserved, which implies that claim of the proposition.
We will prove the above monotonicity claim by contradiction, and thus assume that there exists an equilibrium
0
with a pair !, ! 0 with (✓pre ) > (✓pre
) such that they spend e↵ort e↵orts e, e0 , respectively, to end up with
0
0
post-e↵ort skills v, v 0 and (✓post ) < (✓post
). The first inequality implies that f (✓pre ) > f (✓pre
) and the second
implies that v < v 0 , via Lemma C.1. The high level proof idea for why this is a contradiction is that, if it is
0
0
to spend e↵ort e0 > e to reach skill v 0 > v and thus reward (✓post
), then it would also be
worthwhile for ✓pre
0
worthwhile for ✓pre to spend enough e↵ort to reach skill v 0 and reward (✓post
), due to the convexity of the e↵ort
cost function p(e).
For convenience, in the proof we overload
argument:

to take in applicant e↵ort as opposed to post-e↵ort value as an
(!, e) , (!, v(✓pre (!), e)).

We also assume for convenience in the proof that for the relevant agents, the given e↵ort levels are above the
minimum e↵ort level e0 . A near identical proof follows otherwise.
Then, from the definition of an equilibrium, we have:
e2 argmax [ ( (!, d))

p(d)]

d

for ✓pre

(2)

0
for ✓pre

(3)

✓post = (!, e)
e0 2 argmax [ ( (! 0 , d))

p(d)]

d

0
✓post
= (! 0 , e0 )

Holding all other e↵ort levels fixed, let ẽ be the e↵ort that ✓pre would have needed to reach skill v 0 (by the
fact that the e↵ort transfer function is continuous and strictly monontone, ẽ is uniquely determined by v 0 , with
0
e < ẽ < e0 ) and thus rank reward (✓post
) (due to Lemma C.1 and the definition of , by deviating to reach a
0
higher score v , applicant ! receives the same rank reward as ! 0 does in the equilibrium with score v 0 ). Similarly
0
would have needed to reach score v and thus rank reward (✓post ). In
let ẽ0 , e < ẽ0 < e0 be the e↵ort that ✓pre
0 0
other words, ( (!, e)) = ( (! , ẽ )), and ( (! 0 , e0 )) = ( (!, ẽ)). From Equations (2) and (3), we have:
( (!, e))
and

0

0

( (! , e ))

Applying Lemma C.3, we get p(e0 )

p(e)

( (!, ẽ))

0

0

p(e )

p(ẽ)

0

( (! , ẽ ))

p(ẽ0 )  p(ẽ)

Eq. (2)
0

p(ẽ )

Eq. (3)

p(e). In addition, Lemma C.4 implies e0

ẽ0 > ẽ

e.

Thus, we have all of the following:
e0
0

p(e )

ẽ0 > ẽ

e

p(ẽ0 )  p(ẽ)

p(e)

0

ẽ > e

However, they together contradict the assumption that p(x) is convex and strictly increasing for x

e0 .

Lemma C.3. Suppose there are applicants !, ! 0 with ✓pre (! 0 ) < ✓pre (!) and e↵ort levels, e < {ẽ0 , ẽ} < e0 such
that ( (!, e)) = ( (! 0 , ẽ0 )), and ( (! 0 , e0 )) = ( (!, ẽ)). Then the following inequalities
( (!, e))
0

0

( (! , e ))
imply p(e0 )

p(ẽ0 )  p(ẽ)

p(e).

p(e)
0

p(e )

( (!, ẽ))
0

0

( (! , ẽ ))

p(ẽ)

(4)
0

p(ẽ )

(5)
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Proof. From Equations (4) and (5), we have
( (!, e))
()

( (!, ẽ))

and
()

()

( (!, ẽ))

( (!, e))p(ẽ)

p(ẽ)

p(e)

( (! 0 , e0 ))

p(e0 )

( (! 0 , ẽ0 ))

( (!, ẽ))

p(e0 )

( (!, e))
0

( (!, ẽ))

Since e0 > {ẽ0 , ẽ} > e and e

p(e)

re-arrange
p(ẽ0 )
p(ẽ0 )

defn of ẽ, ẽ0

0

( (!, e)) p(e )

p(ẽ )

re-arrange

e0 in any equilibrium, we have that p(e0 ) > {p(ẽ0 ), p(ẽ)} > p(e). Thus:
0 < p(e0 )

p(ẽ0 )  ( (!, ẽ))

( (!, e))  p(ẽ)

p(e)

Lemma C.4. Suppose there are applicants !, ! 0 with ✓pre (! 0 ) < ✓pre (!) and e↵ort levels, e < {ẽ0 , ẽ} < e0 such
that v = v(e, ✓pre (!)) = v(ẽ0 , ✓pre (! 0 )) and v 0 = v(e0 , ✓pre (! 0 )) = v(ẽ, ✓pre (!)). Then we have that e0 ẽ0 > ẽ e.
Proof. By assumption, we have g(e) =
g(ẽ)

v
f (✓pre ) ,

v0
0
f (✓pre
),

g(e0 ) =

g(ẽ) =

v0
f (✓pre ) ,

v0 v
f (✓pre )
v0 v
<
0 )
f (✓pre

and g(ẽ0 ) =

v
0
f (✓pre
).

Thus:

g(e) =

= g(e0 )

0
f (✓pre
) < f (✓pre )

g(ẽ0 ).

Since g is concave and increasing, and ẽ0 > e, we have that
g(e0 )

g(ẽ0 ) > g(ẽ)

g(e) =) e0

ẽ0 > ẽ

e.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. We first prove that the e↵ort levels defined in the theorem lead to (✓pre ) = (✓post ). To
this end, we first note that for ✓pre 2 k the e↵orts weakly decrease with ✓pre , while the score,
vk (✓pre ) = max{g(ẽk

1 )f (ck ), g(e0 )f (✓pre )}

weakly increases with ✓pre . Thus
min vk (✓pre ) = max{g(e0 ), g(ẽk

✓pre 2

1 )}f (ck )

= g(ẽk

1 )f (ck )

k

> g(ek
= vk

1 (ck ))f (ck )

1 (ck )

This shows that the scores attained by ✓pre in
that (✓pre ) = (✓post ).

=

= max{g(e0 )f (ck ), g(ẽk

sup
✓pre 2

k

k

vk

2 )f (ck 1 )}

1 (✓pre ).

1

are strictly larger than those in

k 1,

which in turn implies

Next we note that the e↵ort levels from the theorem have been chosen to guarantee the following: (i) each
applicant ✓pre 2 k exerts the minimal e↵ort that guarantees score vk (ck ) or higher, and (ii) for each applicant
in k 1 , the e↵ort required to reach score vk (ck ) or higher has an additional cost which is equal or larger than
the benefit `k `k 1 . Note that these conditions are clearly necessary for the e↵orts to be an equilibrium – but
it is also sufficient for the following two reasons:
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1. The construction only directly prevents that an applicant with ✓pre 2 k would spend enough e↵ort to
match applicants with ✓pre 2 k+1 . However, we also have that they do not strictly benefit from matching
applicants with ✓pre 2 j for some j > k + 1. This argument follows from a similar proof by contradiction,
as the proof of Proposition 2.1. For j = k + 2: suppose applicants with ✓pre 2 k wish to match applicants
with ✓pre 2 k+2 . By construction, applicants with ✓pre 2 k+1 do not prefer to match applicants with
✓pre 2 k+2 over staying in level k + 1. Also, by construction, applicants with ✓pre 2 k do not wish to
match applicants with ✓pre 2 k+1 over staying in level k, but do prefer to move to level k + 2. Then we
may apply Lemmas C.3 and C.4 to obtain a contradiction. Now, iteratively apply the argument for each
j > k + 2.
2. The construction also guarantees that those in band k do not profit from reducing their e↵ort, ending up in
a lower band j , for j  k 1. First, consider j = k 1; this follows from strict convexity and monotonicity
of p in the relevant region, via an argument similar to that of Proposition 2.1: if an applicant in k benefits
from moving to a lower band, then an applicant in the lower band strictly benefits to moving to band k ,
which is prevented by construction and the previous argument. More precisely, let e0h and e0l be the infimum
over the e↵ort levels that applicants in band k 1 need reach the higher and lower bands, respectively, i.e.,
the e↵ort levels of the applicant with rank ck . Let eh , el similarly be the requisite e↵ort levels for some
applicant in k with ✓pre > ck . Recall that `k , (✓) for ✓ 2 k . By construction, we have
`k

`k

1

= p(e0h )

p(e0l ).

(6)

As in Proposition 2.1, we further have e0h e0l > eh el , and e0l > el . Since p is strictly convex and
increasing in the region, we have p(eh ) p(el ) < p(e0h ) p(e0l ). This fact together with Equation (6) implies
`k `k 1 > p(eh ) p(el ), i.e., that the applicant in k does not prefer to earn a lower score. Now, for
j < k 1, iteratively apply the same argument made above in part 1 with Lemmas C.3 and C.4, but with
going to lower levels instead of higher levels.
This proves that the e↵ort levels defined in the theorem indeed describe an equilibrium. To complete the proof,
we need to prove the converse. To the end, we first observe that by Proposition 2.1, in every equilibrium rank
rewards are preserved, (✓pre ) = (✓post ). Thus, in equilibrium for every applicant with ✓pre 2 i , we can write,
ei (✓pre ) 2 argmax [ ( (!, e))

p(e)]

Defn of equilibrium

(7)

e

(✓pre ) = (✓post ) , ( (!, ei (✓pre )))

Lemma 2.1

0
Consider a applicant with ✓pre 2 i , for i > 0. Fix the e↵ort levels for all applicants with ✓pre
2 j , at some
0
ej (✓pre ), for j < i.
⇣
⌘
)·f (ci )
0
Suppose ei (✓pre ) < g 1 g(ẽfi (✓1pre
. Then, there exists a applicant with ✓pre
2 j , for j = i 1, who could
)
⇣
⌘
g(ei (✓pre ))·f (✓pre )
strictly increase their rank and utility by changing their e↵ort level to e such that g 1
<e<
0
f (✓pre
)
ẽi 1 :
✓
◆
ei (✓pre ) · f (✓pre )
1
p(e) = `i p(e)
g
<e
0 )
f (✓pre

> `i

1

p(ei

0
1 (✓pre ))

Thus, by contradiction, we have ei (✓pre )

g

e < ẽi
1

⇣

g(ẽi 1 )·f (ci )
f (✓pre )

⌘

1

.

⇣
⌘
)·f (ci )
Now, consider an equilibrium set of e↵ort levels {ei (✓pre )}, such that for all i we have ei (✓pre ) g 1 g(ẽfi (✓1pre
.
)
⇣
⇣
⌘
⌘
g(ẽ
)·f
(c
)
i
1
i
We note that it follows that ei (✓pre ) = max g 1
, argmine p(e) : for each applicant ✓pre , applicants
f (✓pre )
in higher tiers exert enough e↵ort such that ✓pre does not wish to exert enough e↵ort to overtake them, and tying
them does not strictly increase their welfare. Thus, these applicants minimize their e↵ort cost while still exerting
enough e↵ort to prevent lower tier applicants from overtaking them. Note that it is not an issue that ✓pre is
indi↵erent in overtaking higher tiers. In any equilibrium, only a measure 0 set of such lower tier applicants will
exert higher e↵ort to tie the higher tier. Otherwise, tie-breaking will be necessary, in violation of Lemma C.1.
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We finish the proof by showing there exists a unique e↵ort set {ei } following the above. For applicants in 0 ,
✓pre = ✓post 2 0 , and so e0 (✓pre ) = argmine (p(e)) in every equilibrium. Applicants do not need to spend any
e↵ort to stay at rank 0, and in equilibrium they will not be incentivized to exert enough e↵ort to increase their
admissions probability. Recursively, e↵orts in higher tiers are fixed given e↵ort in lower tiers, and so we have
constructed the unique equilibrium.

Proof for Corollary A.1 Assume that g and p are di↵erentiable. If `k increases and `j decreases for some
j > k (holding all other parameters fixed), then ei (✓) for all i < k 1 are una↵ected, ek is weakly increasing,
and the e↵orts ek+1 . . . , ej are weakly decreasing.
Proof. By the inductive definitions of e↵orts, those for applicants ✓pre 2 i for i < k do not change; to calculate
the change of the e↵ort for applicants in k , we di↵erentiate the equation defining ẽk 1 , giving p0 (ẽk 1 ) d`dk ẽk 1 =
1, and hence
dẽk 1
1
= 0
> 0.
d`k
p (ẽk 1 )
This implies that ẽk 1 and hence ek is increasing in `k . Next we di↵erentiate the defining equation for ẽk with
respect to `k , yielding
dẽk
dek (ck+1 )
p0 (ẽk )
= p0 (ek (ck+1 ))
1
d`k
d`k
n
o
(ck+1 )
k)
Using that g(ek (ck+1 )) = max g(e0 ), g(ẽk 1 ) f f(c(ck+1
we know that if dekd`
6= 0, then
)
k
g(ek (ck+1 )) = g(ẽk

1)

f (ck )
< g(ẽk
f (ck+1 )

1)

and

dek (ck+1 )
f (ck )
g 0 (ẽk 1 ) dẽk 1
=
d`k
f (ck+1 ) g 0 (ek (ck+1 )) d`k

where the second equality follows from the first and the chain rule. The first bound implies that ek (ck+1 ) < ẽk 1
so by the concavity of g, g 0 (ẽk 1 )  g 0 (ek (ck+1 )) and by the convexity of p, p0 (ẽk 1 )
p0 (ek (ck+1 )); as a
consequence
dek (ck+1 )
dẽk 1
1
1
<
= 0
 0
,
d`k
d`k
p (ẽk 1 )
p (ek (ck+1 ))
and hence

✓

d
1
ẽk = 0
d`k
p (ẽk )

◆
1 < 0.

dek (ck+1 )
p (ek (ck+1 ))
d`k
0

This shows that ek+1 (✓) is weakly decreasing in `k . By the inductive definitions, the e↵orts ek+2 , . . . ej 1 are
non-increasing, while ẽj 1 is strictly decreasing, due to the change of `j . This in turn implies that ej is weakly
decreasing in j .

D

Proofs for Section 3

Proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proof. We prove this result under more general conditions where e0

0.

For a K-level policy, we can write the applicant welfare as follows:
W=

K
X1

E [`i

i=0

=⇢

K
X1
i=0

 ⇢,

p(ei (✓pre )) | ✓pre 2

E [p(ei (✓pre )) | ✓pre 2

i]

i]
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since the term E [p(ei (✓pre )) | ✓pre 2

i]

0 for any i such that 0  i  K

The maximum W is uniquely attained by a two-level
✓pre .

1.

where c1 = 0, ei (✓pre ) = e0 , and so p(ei (✓pre )) = 0 for all

In the two-level policy class:
W = (1
=⇢



c) · E `1

Z

1

p(max(g

p(max(g

1

(

c

1

(

g(ẽ0 )f (c)
), e0 )) | ✓pre > c
f (✓pre )

g(ẽ0 )f (c)
), e0 ))d✓pre .
f (✓pre )

Taking the derivative of the above display:
@W
=
@c
which is non-positive since

p(max(ẽ0 , e0 ))

Z

1
c

@
p(max(g
@c

@
1 g(ẽ0 )f (c)
( f (✓pre ) ), e0 ))
@c p(max(g

1

(

g(ẽ0 )f (c)
), e0 ))d✓pre
f (✓pre )

0.

Proof of Proposition 3.2.

Proof. Note that for a two-level policy with cutpoint c, we have ẽ0 = p
g(e0 ) = 0,

1

(`1 ) = p

1

( 1 ⇢ c ). We have, since

E[v M | Z = 1] = g(ẽ0 )f (c)
⇢
= g(p 1 (
))f (c)
1 c
which is increasing in c. Thus U pri is maximized by choosing c to be as large as possible while filling the school’s
capacity, that is, c = 1 ⇢, which corresponds to `1 = 1.

Proof of Proposition 3.3.

Proof. Consider the following setting: The e↵ort transfer function g and e↵ort cost function p are such that
g(p 1 (x)) = x and g(e0 ) = 0. We will show the following claim:
“For any three-level
with levels (`0 , `1 , `2 ) = (0, x, 1) and cutpoints 0 < c1 < c2 < c3 = 1, there exists
a skill distribution with quantile function f such that U pri is higher under than under the two-level policy
corresponding to non-randomization.”
To show that U pri is higher under the three-level policy, we show the following inequality:
g(ẽ0 ) · f (c1 ) · (c2
> g(p

1

(1)) · f (1

c1 ) · x + g(p
⇢) · ⇢,

1

(1

x + pg

1

(

g(ẽ0 ) · f (c1 )
))) · f (c2 ) · (1
f (c2 )

c2 )
(8)

where ẽ0 = p 1 (x). The LHS is nothing but U pri under a three-level policy, and the RHS, U pri under the two-level
policy with cutpoint 1 ⇢.
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Using g(p

1

(x)) = x, we can rewrite (8) as follows:
x · f (c1 ) · (c2

c1 ) · x + ((1

x)f (c2 ) + x · f (c1 )) · (1

⇢) · ⇢.

c2 ) > f (1

(9)

The above display is true whenever f (c2 ) is large enough, that is
f (c2 ) >

f (1

⇢) · ⇢

x2 · f (c1 ) · (c2 c1 ) x · f (c1 ) · (1
(1 x)(1 c2 )

c2 )

.

Proof of Proposition 3.4
Proof. Given that g(e0 ) = 0, we can rewrite the societal utility as
U soc = E[v M ]
= (1

c) · g(ẽ0 ) · f (c),

which attains the value 0 at c = 0 and c = 1. Therefore it has an interior maximizer c⇤ 2 (0, 1
@
(1
@c

c) · g(p

1

(

⇢
1

c

)) · f (c) < 0, at c = 1

⇢), if and only if

⇢

It suffices to check that the above inequality is true for
p
f (x) = x, g(x) = x, p(x) = x2 , ⇢ < 5/9.

E

Comparison table for Section 4

Latent skill rank ✓true
Welfare

“Low” region

“Middle” region

0  ✓true < thresA (c)

thresA (c)  ✓true < thresB (c)

A

B

W (✓true ) = W (✓true ) = 0

Admission
probability (✓post )
E↵ort

A
B

(✓true ) =
(✓true ) = 0

eA (✓true ) =
eB (✓true ) = e0

A

W (✓true )
A

B

W (✓true ) = 0

“High” region
thresB (c)  ✓true  1
A

W (✓true ) > W B (✓true )

⇢

0

A

(✓true ) = 1 c >
B
(✓true ) = 0

B

(✓true ) =
(✓true ) = 1 ⇢ c

eA (✓true ) >
eB (✓true ) = e0

eB (✓true ) >
eA (✓true ) > e0

Table 1: Comparison of welfare, admission probability and e↵ort between group A and B for every ✓true , under a
two-level policy parametrized by c. In the table we have used the shorthand notation A (✓true ) for the admission
probability (✓post (✓true , A )) and eA (✓true ) for the e↵ort e(✓true , A ), and the respective notation for group B.

F

Proofs for Section 4

Proof of Proposition 4.1
Proof. In order to transform the current setting into the setting of Proposition 2.1, we absorb the environment
factor
into the applicant’s latent skill level f (✓true ) and compute the applicant’s rank in f (✓true ) · . One
can check that fmix1 (·) as defined is indeed the appropriate CDF for the distribution of f (✓true ) · in the overall
applicant population. We can now write v = g(e) · fmix (✓pre ) and apply Proposition 2.1 to ✓pre .
Proof of Proposition 4.2
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Proof. The first part of the result follows from Proposition 4.1. Now to see that the statement about the
welfare gap is true, we note the following: (1) For 0  ✓true < thresA (c), both the group A and group B
applicant have zero welfare because they have zero probability of admission and incur zero cost of e↵ort; (2)
For thresA (c)  ✓true < thresB (c), the group B has zero welfare (since they have zero probability of admission)
whereas the group A with the same ✓true has postive probability of admission and non-negative welfare; (3) For
thresB (c)  ✓true  1, the group A and group B applicant with same ✓true both have the same probability of
admission but the group A applicant exerts less e↵ort. This is because a applicant with environment-scaled rank
✓pre exerts e↵ort
⇣
⌘
(
0 )·fmix (c)
g 1 g(ẽ
if ✓pre > c
fmix (✓pre )
e=
(10)
e0
o.w.
For the same ✓true , the group A applicant has higher ✓pre , since
fmix1 (f (✓true ) ·

A)

> fmix1 (f (✓true ) ·

B ).

Since e is decreasing in ✓pre , the group A applicant exerts less e↵ort than the group B applicant.
Proof of Proposition 4.3
Proof. We have that
@G(✓true )
@ A
=
W (✓true )
@c
@c
Since c < (fmix ) 1 (f (✓true ) ·
@
B
@c W (✓true ) as follows:

B ),

we have that ✓true > thresB (c).

W A (✓true ) =
W B (✓true ) =
where as before ẽ0 = p

1

@ B
W (✓true )
@c

⇢
1

g(ẽ0 )fmix (c)
)),
f (✓true ) · A
g(ẽ0 )fmix (c)
p(g 1 (
)),
f (✓true ) · B
p(g

c
⇢

1

Thus we may compute W A (✓true ) and

c

1

(

( 1 ⇢ c ). Then we have:

@ A
⇢
W (✓true ) =
@c
(1 c)2
p0 (g
We claim that

@
A
@c W (✓true )

>

1

(

g(ẽ0 )fmix (c)
)) · (g
f (✓true ) · A

@
B
@c W (✓true ).

1

1 0

)(

ẽ0
g(ẽ0 )fmix (c) g(ẽ0 )(fmix )0 (c) + fmix (c)g 0 (ẽ0 ) @@c
)·
f (✓true ) · A
f (✓true ) · A

We have the following facts:

<

A

1

(11)

B
0

p0 (x)  p (x̃) 8x < x̃
g

(g

1

(x) < g

1

1 0

(x̃) 8x < x̃

) (x)  (g

1 0

) (x̃) 8x < x̃

g(x), g 0 (x), fmix (x), f (x) > 0 8x > 0
0

(fmix ) (c) > 0
@ẽ0
>0
@c

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
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Equations (11), (12), (13) and (15) imply
p0 (g

1

(

g(ẽ0 )fmix (c)
))  p0 (g
f (✓true ) · A

1

(

g(ẽ0 )fmix (c)
))
f (✓true ) · B

(19)

g(ẽ0 )fmix (c)
)
f (✓true ) · B

(20)

Equations (11), (14) and (15) imply
(g

1 0

)(

g(ẽ0 )fmix (c)
)  (g
f (✓true ) · A

1 0

)(

Equations (11), (15), (17) and (16) imply
ẽ0
ẽ0
g(ẽ0 )(fmix )0 (c) + fmix (c)g 0 (ẽ0 ) @@c
g(ẽ0 )(fmix )0 (c) + fmix (c)g 0 (ẽ0 ) @@c
<
f (✓true ) · A
f (✓true ) · B

Intermediate equations (19), (20) and (21) together imply that
0 as desired.

@
A
@c W (✓true )

>

@
B
@c W (✓true ).

(21)
This gives

@G(✓true )
@c

>

Proof of Proposition 4.4
Proof. For a two-level policy with cutpoint c > 0, we have, by definition:
⇢
A=
(1 thresB (c)) .
1 c
Since thresB (c) > c for any c 2 (0, 1 ⇢], we have that A < ⇢. On the other hand, A = 0 for a pure randomization
policy.
Taking derivative of A with respective to c,
✓
⇢
@A
=
@c
1 c
✓
⇢
=
1 c

◆
@
⇢
thresB (c) +
(1 thresB (c))
@c
(1 c)2
◆
@
1 thresB (c)
thresB (c) +
.
@c
1 c

We want to show that the above derivative is non-positive under the assumption that f 1 is convex. Since
1 thresB (c)
@
 1 (because thresB (c)  c for any c 2 [0, 1 ⇢]), it suffices to show that @c
thresB (c) 1. Indeed, we
1 c
may compute
⇣
⌘ 0
⇣
⌘
⇣
⌘1 1
1 0 fmix (c)
1 0 fmix (c)
1 0 fmix (c)
(f
)
(f
)
(f
)
@
1
1
B
A
B
A
thresB (c) =
·@ ·
+ ·
@c
2
2
B
A
B
1,

(f

since
fact that

G

1 0

)

⇣

A

fmix (c)
B
B

>

⌘

B.

(f

1 0

)

⇣

fmix (c)
A
A

⌘

by the convexity of f

1

(which implies (f

Proofs for Section B

Proof of Proposition B.1
Proof. The students are sorted according to their weighted scores:
↵

v =

m
X

i
↵i g(ei ) · fi (✓pre
)

i=1
m
X

=h

i=1

i
ei · ↵i fi (✓pre
) .

1 0

) is non-decreasing) and the
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i
i
Consider a single applicant. Denote i⇤ := argmaxi ↵i fi (✓pre
). Since fi ’s are strictly monotone and ✓pre
are
⇤
⇤
⇤
independently distributed, i is almost everywhere unique. For any e > 0, let ei⇤ = e and ei = 0 for each i 6= i⇤ .
Then, holding the e↵ort levels of all other applicants fixed, we have
↵
W ({e⇤i }m
i=1 , (✓post ))

↵
m
W ({ei }m
i=1 , (✓post )) 8{ei }i=1 s.t.

Pm

m
X

ei = e.

i=1

In other words, for any fixed i=1 ei = e, the applicant maximizes their welfare by putting all e↵ort into the
i
skill i⇤ with the highest ↵i ✓pre
. Therefore, it suffices for the applicant to maximize their individual welfare over
the total e↵ort level e. At equilibrium, the weighted score v ↵ satisfies
↵
v ↵ = h · e · vpre
.

Since is non-decreasing in the weighted score v ↵ , we may now retrace the proof of Proposition 2.1 to argue the
↵
↵ finds
following: if a student with vpre
finds it optimal to achieve weighted score v ↵ , then each student with vpre
↵
↵
it optimal to reach weighted score v
v , due to the convexity of the e↵ort cost function p(e).
Proof of Proposition B.2
Proof. We prove the result for g(e0 ) = 0 to simplify the presentation. The generalization to g(e0 ) can be
accomplished by some additional book-keeping without modifying the core idea.
⇣
⌘
Note that in this setting we have ẽ0 = p 1 (`1 ) = p 1 1 ⇢ c .
For the measurable skill:

E[v M | Z = 1] = g(ẽ0 ) · f (c).
For the unmeasurable skill:
M
M
E[v U | Z = 1] = E[g(B e1 (✓pre
)) · f (✓pre
) | Z = 1]

✓
◆
g(ẽ0 )f (c)
1
U
M
) · f (✓pre
) | ✓pre
>c
= E g(B g
M )
f (✓pre
✓
◆
Z 1
g(ẽ0 )f (c)
U
M
= E[✓pre
]·
g(B g 1
)d✓pre
M )
f
(✓
c
pre

We know that

@
M
@c E[v

U
M
(independence of ✓pre
and ✓pre
)

| Z = 1] > 0 because ẽ0 is increasing in c.

By the Leibniz integral rule, we have
@
U
E[v U | Z = 1] = E[✓pre
]·
@c
since g(B

g

1

⇣

g(ẽ0 )f (c)
M )
f (✓pre

For any c 2 (0, 1

⇢), set

⌘

g(B

ẽ0 ) +

Z

1
c

@
g(B
@c

g

1

✓

◆
◆
g(ẽ0 )f (c)
M
)d✓
< 0,
pre
M )
f (✓pre

) is decreasing in c.

↵=
Then we have that

✓

@
U
@c E[v
@
M
@c E[v

| Z = 1]

| Z = 1]
@
U
@c E[v

| Z = 1]

.

@
@
@
U = ↵ E[v M | Z = 1] + (1 ↵) E[v U | Z = 1] = 0.
@c
@c
@c
That is, the school’s utility U for the chosen ↵ is maximized at an interior skill of c.
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